Open Science, Technology and Education for Health

AGORA.FIOCRUZ.BR
Ágora provides Co-op Intelligence on Health, through connections among Health, Science, Technology and Society.

Our methodology aims to provide tools and to arouse Co-op Intelligence Networks.

GOVERNANCE
BLOG
News, original articles, information and links related to Health and S&T and about 2030 Agenda events, occurring in Brazil and the world.

EVENTS DIRECTORY
Useful to disseminate relevant Health and STI related events for professionals, researchers and institutions with filtering options to easily search.
Ágora Networks allow you to build a unique communication environment and to promote decision making and their implementation.

- Open and closed Networks building
- Choosing and voting tool
- Meeting scheduling
- Files Repository
- Discussion topics
- Building subnetworks to specific topics
HOW TO STIR UP THE PLATFORM?
The development of actions on APP impacts the initiatives directory.

The directory shows the initiatives of all challenges, organized according the interactions.
Performing curatorial actions lead user to accomplish missions until receiving the curator's certificate.

At the same time, user earns points by their actions to advance level by level, to be one more recognition feature.
Built in 3 months, from conception to MVP
NEW STEPS

- Include Repositories from different sources
- Develop better tools for networking interfaces
- Launch new challenges
- Incorporate functionality for technology transfer
- Align with new steps of Global Online Platform